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Segregation at a triple junction of grain boundaries has not been explained much
because the structure of a triple junction is very complicated. The present paper
describes Monte Carlo simulations by which Y segregation was investigated at a
triple junction of a {10¯11}–{10¯12} double twin in Mg. Y atoms segregated at the
extension sites in the {10¯11} and {10¯12} twin boundaries. However, they were not
necessarily more segregated at the triple junction of the double twin, although the
free volumes at the extension sites of the triple junction were larger on average
than those of the other boundaries. Thus, the Y segregation behavior at the triple
junction cannot be explained only by the free volume. The anisotropic factor of the
atomic Voronoi polyhedron was developed to explain the Y segregation behavior at
the triple junction. In addition, the shortest interatomic distance and coordination
number affected Y segregation at the triple junction. Also, segregation at the triple
junction strongly depended on the Y concentration, which resulted from variations
in the local atomic configuration. Thus, the Y segregation behavior at the triple junc-
tion was complicated, in contrast to those at twin boundaries, even when the size
effect was predominant. © 2017 Author(s). All article content, except where oth-
erwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4978534]
I. INTRODUCTION
Grain boundary segregation strongly affects material properties of polycrystallines. However,
segregation at a triple junction (TJ) of grain boundaries has not been investigated much because
the structure of a TJ is very complicated. Coincidence boundaries are convenient for investigating
grain boundary segregation behavior from the atomistic view because atomic positions are known for
many coincidence boundaries. So far there are many atomistic studies on grain boundary segregation
at coincidence boundaries.1–3 Thus, a TJ of coincidence boundaries is suggested to be suitable for
investigating segregation at a TJ from the atomistic view.
Magnesium alloys are attracting much attention as structural light materials because they can
reduce the environmental load by improving the fuel efficiency of vehicles, airplanes, and so on.
Mg has few activated slip systems at room temperature because of its anisotropic hexagonal close-
packed structure, and twinning is enhanced during deformation in Mg.4,5 There are some deformation
twinning modes in Mg.6–11 In particular, {10¯11}<10¯12> and {10¯12}<10¯11> twinning significantly
affect the mechanical properties of Mg.10–15 It has been found that the {10¯11}–{10¯12} double twin
(DT), which is composed of secondary {10¯12} twins in a primary {10¯11} twin, is formed at a final
stage of deformation and provides a fracture-initiation site.11,16–22 There are four possible variants
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(types 1–4) of double twinning in the DT, and the type 1 variant, which is the 38◦ <1¯210> variant,
occurs most frequently.23,24 Beyerlein et al.25 proposed the formation mechanism of the DT through
nucleation of the secondary twin in the primary twin domain. Recently, an atomistic simulation of
the interaction of dislocations with the DT suggested that twinning dislocations, which are generated
by absorption of dislocations into a {10¯11} twin boundary (TB),14,26 pile up at the TJ of the DT,
which induces cracking at the TJ.26 It has been experimentally shown that addition of Y significantly
improves the ductility of Mg.26–29 Y tends to segregate at (twin) grain boundaries in Mg.30,31 Hence,
the enhanced ductility of Mg by Y addition may be related to Y segregation at DTs. However, there
is little understanding of segregation at the DT.
TBs are typical of coincidence boundaries, and it is worthwhile to investigate segregation at the
DT because there are TJs of TBs in the DT. In the present work, we performed Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations of Y segregation at the DT, which is composed of a {10¯11} TB, a {10¯12} TB, a {30¯34}
boundary, and a TJ, and the Y segregation behavior at the TJ was compared with those at the {10¯11}
and {10¯12} TBs. Somekawa et al.27 showed that certain Y addition was required to enhance the
ductility of Mg. This suggests that Y segregation at the DT may depend on the Y concentration.
Hence, MC simulations of Y segregation were performed with 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 at.% Y in the present
work. Results obtained in the present work will help understanding of segregation at a TJ and give
clues for understanding origins of the enhanced ductility of Mg by Y addition.
II. METHODS
The {10¯11} and {10¯12} twin cell models are shown in figs. 1(a) and (b), respectively. Periodic
boundary conditions were applied in the x, y, and z directions in the cells. The {10¯11}–{10¯12} DT
cell model is shown in fig. 1(c), which is the same as the one used in a previous study.26 Periodic
boundary conditions were applied in the x direction in the cell. The cell model consisted of three
regions (matrix, twin, and DT regions), {10¯11}, {10¯12}, and {30¯34} planes, and a TJ consisting of
a {10¯11} and a {10¯12} TB. The {30¯34} plane is known to be the habit plane in Mg,6,9 and it forms a
component of the {10¯11}–{10¯12} DT.19 The cell contained 21,944 atoms and the size of the cell was
about 1.3 × 21.8 × 13.4 nm3 in the x (// [1¯210]), y (// [¯1010]), and z (// [0002]) directions. The cell
size was sufficient to calculate the segregation behavior in Mg DT.26 The basal plane in the matrix
region was parallel to the x–y plane of the simulation cell, the basal plane in the twin region was
tilted at 56◦ with respect to the x–y plane, and the basal plane in the DT region was inclined at 38◦
with respect to the x–y plane. The basal plane in the twin region was tilted at 86◦ with respect to the
FIG. 1. Schematic illustrations of (a) {10¯11} TB, (b) {10¯12} TB, and (c) {10¯11}–{10¯12} DT cells in Mg. The DT consists
of a {10¯11} TB, a {10¯12} TB, a TJ, and a {30¯34} boundary.
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basal plane in the DT region. These orientations correspond to those in analytical25 and experimental
studies.19,23,24,32,33 The distance from the left side of the cell to the TJ was 14.7 nm.
All of the simulations were performed using the AMEAM potential34 in the NVT ensemble. The
segregation energy at 2.5at%Y in Mg-Y system by using the AMEAM potential was -0.8 eV in the
previous paper,29 which almost agrees with the value (= -0.4 eV) by the first-principles calculation.35
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed for 5 ps to relax the cell models. The temper-
ature was fixed by the Nose–Hoover thermostat technique.36 The MD time step was 1 fs. The cells
were sufficiently relaxed at 5 K without applied stresses and strains. The boundary and TJ regions
were defined as the region within 0.6 nm of the boundary plane37–39 (i.e., the boundary width was
1.2 nm) and the region within 2 nm from the TJ point, respectively.
Segregation sites for Y atoms in the cells were examined by MC simulations. In the MC sim-
ulations, two types of events were repeated: small random displacements of randomly chosen Mg
atoms (10% of the Mg atoms), and exchange of the atom identities between randomly chosen Mg
and Y atoms.40 The former event corresponds to thermal vibration and the latter event corresponds to
placement of Y atoms into their equilibrium positions. The Metropolis algorithm was used to decide
acceptance or rejection of a given movement. In the algorithm, the acceptance ratio is set as
W = 1 if∆E≤0
W = exp(−∆E/kT ) if∆E>0 (1)
where W is the acceptance ratio, ∆E is the potential energy change, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and
T is the temperature of the system (5 K). The potential energy was calculated with the AMEAM
potential used in the MD simulations. The maximum values of the small random displacements were
adjusted so that the acceptance ratio was about 0.4. The two events were repeated for 50× 21944
steps (50 MC steps). After the MC simulations, 10 ps MD simulations were performed to calculate
the segregation energy. The segregation energy is given by41
ESeg={[EBoundary(MgN−mYm)−EBoundary(MgN )]−m[EMatrix(MgM−1Y)−EMatrix(MgM )]}/m (2)
where EBoundary(MgNmYm) is the total energy of a supercell containing boundaries, N is the
number of atoms in the DT cell model, M is the number of Mg atoms, m is the number of
Y atoms, EBoundary(MgN ) is the total energy of a pure Mg supercell containing DT boundaries,
EMatrix(MgM1Y) is the total energy of a twin-boundary-free supercell with M1 Mg atoms and one
Y atom, and EMatrix(MgM ) is the total energy of a pure and perfect Mg supercell with M Mg atoms.
The segregation energy was normalized by the number of segregated atoms. In the present work,
N and M were 21944 and 21844, and m was 11 for the {10¯11} twin, 13 for the {10¯12} twin, 28
for the {30¯34} boundary, and 14 for the TJ. Also, the volume and anisotropic factor of the atomic
Voronoi polyhedron for each atom were calculated to investigate the geometric relations of atoms







where f anisotropic is the anisotropic factor of the atomic Voronoi polyhedron at the segregated site, xi
is the distance between a segregated atom and its nearest neighbor atoms, x0 is the average value of
xi, and n is the number of the nearest neighbor atoms. The nearest neighbor atoms were defined by
the method reported by Honeycutt et al.,42 where the minimum value of the pair correlation function
is set as the nearest neighbor distance. The pair correlation function is given by
g(r)= average[gi(r)]= average[n(r)]/4pir2drρ (4)
where g(r) is the pair correlation function, n(r) is the number of atoms located from radius r to
r+dr from atom i, and ρ is the number density of atoms of the DT cell model. In the present study,
dr = 0.02 Å.
III. RESULTS
Illustrations of Y segregation at a {10¯11} TB and a {10¯12} TB for 0.1 at.% Y are shown in fig. 2.
Y atoms tended to be periodically located at the TB for both the {10¯11} and {10¯12} twins. The solute
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FIG. 2. Illustrations of Y segregation at a TB for 0.1 at.% Y: (a) a {10¯11} TB and (b) a {10¯12} TB. Blue spheres indicate
yttrium atoms. Y atoms tended to be periodically located at the TB for both the {10¯11} and {10¯12} twins.
elements with large volumes tends to placed at the extension sites at TB to relax the extension strain.
The atomic size of Y is larger than that of Mg, which is why Y atoms tended to be periodically located
at the TBs.41 The extension sites are the sites with large voronoi volumes.41 Similar Y segregation
behavior at the TBs was obtained for 0.2 at.% Y, although the number of segregated Y atoms was
larger for 0.2 at.% Y than for 0.1 at.% Y.
Fig. 3 shows illustrations of Y segregation at the DT, and fig. 4 shows the density per cubic
volume of Y atoms segregated at the DT. Y atoms segregated at the boundaries of the DT as well as
the TBs. As shown in fig. 4, the density of Y atoms segregated at the TJ was as low as those at the
TBs for 0.1 at.% Y, and it was lower than those at the other boundaries for 0.2 at.% Y. Purohit et al.43
showed that solute atoms in Al–Pb alloys were more segregated at the TJ than at grain boundaries
because the grain boundary energy decreased more by segregation at the TJ. However, the results of
the present work suggest that the TJ is not always suitable for segregation. In addition, Y atoms were
FIG. 3. Illustrations of Y segregation at the DT: (a) 0.1 at.% Y, (b) 0.2 at.% Y, and (c) 0.3 at.% Y. Blue spheres indicate
yttrium atoms. Y atoms segregated at the DT as well as the TBs.
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FIG. 4. Density per cubic volume of Y atoms segregated at the DT for 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 at.% Y. The density of Y atoms
segregated at the TJ was as low as those at the TBs for 0.1 at.% Y, and it was lower than those at the other boundaries for
0.2 at.% Y.
much more segregated at the TJ for 0.3 at.% Y than for 0.1 and 0.2 at.% Y. Thus, the Y segregation
behavior at the TJ strongly depended on its concentration.
Schematic illustrations of the Voronoi volume at the {10¯11} and {10¯12} TBs are shown in fig. 5.
Extension sites were periodically located at the TBs for both the {10¯11} and {10¯12} twins. These
correspond to Y atoms periodically located at the TBs. Thus, the segregation behavior at the TBs can
be understood from the viewpoint of the free volume.41
Fig. 6 shows a schematic illustration of the Voronoi volumes at the DT, and fig. 7 shows the
average value of the Voronoi volume at extension sites of the DT. The free volumes at the extension
sites of the TJ were larger on average than those of the other boundaries. However, Y atoms were
not necessarily more segregated at the TJ than at the other boundaries, in particular, for 0.2 at.% Y.
Clearly, the segregation behavior at the TJ cannot be explained only from the viewpoint of the free
volume.
Fig. 8 shows the segregation energy at the DT for 0.3 at.% Y. The negative segregation energy
indicates favorable segregation. The segregation energy at the TJ was almost the same as those at
the other boundaries. The segregation energy was examined in the situation where many Y atoms
were segregated, and the segregation energy of each Y atom depended on the site at the TJ. Thus, the
complicated segregation behavior at the TJ cannot be understood from the segregation energy.
FIG. 5. Schematic illustrations of the Voronoi volume at a TB: (a) a {10¯11} TB and (b) a {10¯12} TB. Extension sites were
periodically located at the TBs for both the {10¯11} and {10¯12} twins.
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FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of the Voronoi volumes at the DT. The Voronoi volumes at the extension sites of the TJ are
larger on average than those of the other boundaries.
FIG. 7. Average values of the Voronoi volume at the extension sites of the DT. Y atoms were not necessarily more segregated
at the TJ than at the other boundaries, in particular, for 0.2 at.% Y.
IV. DISCUSSION
There have been many atomistic simulation studies of grain boundary segregation.37–39,43–53
Many studies37,38,44,47–49 pointed out the importance of the size effect on grain boundary segregation,
namely, the difference in atomic size between the segregation atom and the host atom was critical
for grain boundary segregation. Huber et al.49 investigated the binding energies of many alloying
elements, such as Y and Al, to a Σ7 grain boundary in Mg. They noted that the binding energy scaled
with the size of the solute and the local grain boundary site volume. However, the segregation energy
depends not only on the size effect, but also on the excess cohesion energy effect.37,44,47 When the
bonding between a segregated atom and a host atom has strong ionic and/or covalent characteristics,
the excess cohesion energy effect is likely to be critical for grain boundary segregation. The difference
in the electronegativity of Y (1.22) and Mg (1.31) is not large. In addition, Mg–Y atomic bonding
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FIG. 8. Segregation energy of Y at the DT for 0.3 at.% Y. A negative segregation energy indicates favorable segregation. The
segregation energy at the TJ was almost the same as those at the other boundaries.
seems to have no covalent characteristics.54 Concerning the size effect, a segregation atom that is
larger than the host atom is more effective for decreasing the grain boundary energy.38 Hence, the
size effect is likely to be predominant in Y segregation at Mg boundaries. In this situation, the Y
segregation behavior at {10¯11} and {10¯12} TBs can be understood from the viewpoint of the free
FIG. 9. (a) Microstructure of the TJ, (b) atomic configuration around atom A, (c) atomic configuration around atom B, and
(d) atomic configuration around a host atom far away from the DT. The atom B site rather than the atom A site is the site for Y
segregation. The atoms I, II, and III in (a) are used in Table I. The interatomic distances between the nearest neighbor atoms
are almost the same for the host atom. However, they are different from one another for atoms A and B located at the TJ.
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volume. However, the present work showed that the free volume is not the only determinant for Y
segregation at the TJ even when the size effect is predominant for segregation.
Fig. 9(a) shows the microstructure of the TJ, (b) and (c) show the atomic configurations around
atoms A and B shown in (a), and (d) shows the atomic configuration around a host atom far away
from the DT, where the atom B site rather than the atom A site is the site for Y segregation. The
interatomic distances between the nearest neighbor atoms are almost the same for the host atom.
However, they are different from one another for atoms A and B located at the TJ. The volume and
anisotropic factor of the atomic Voronoi polyhedron are 27.1 Å3 and 0.255 for atom A, 26.2 Å3 and
0.0653 for atom B, and 23.2 Å3 and 0.0062 for the matrix atom, respectively. Thus, the anisotropic
shape of the atomic Voronoi polyhedron is likely to be responsible for there being no Y segregation
at the atom A site because of the large anisotropic factor of atom A. Therefore, it is suggested that not
only the volume of the atomic Voronoi polyhedron, but also its shape affect the segregation behavior.
Fig. 10 shows the influence of the volume and anisotropic factor of the atomic Voronoi polyhedron
on Y segregation at the DT, where the volume and anisotropic factor were calculated from the atomic
configuration without Y segregation. From figs. 10(a) and (b), the Voronoi volume and anisotropic
factor should be more than 24.2 Å3 and less than 0.22 for Y segregation, although Y atoms are not
segregated at all of the sites with a Voronoi volume more than 24.2 Å3 and an anisotropic factor less
than 0.22, which is partly because all of the sites at the boundaries were not investigated by the MC
simulations.
Although the volume and the anisotropy of the atomic Voronoi polyhedron are important factors
for Y segregation, all of the Y segregation events cannot be explained with only these two factors.
Hence, there seem to be other factors that affect Y segregation. Table I lists the Voronoi volume,
anisotropic factor, shortest interatomic distance between nearest neighbor atoms, and coordination
FIG. 10. Influence of the volume and anisotropic factor of the atomic Voronoi polyhedron on Y segregation at the DT:
(a) 0.1 at.% Y, (b) 0.2 at.% Y, and (c) 0.3 at.% Y. The volume and anisotropic factor were calculated from the atomic
configuration without Y segregation. The red circular mark indicates the site of the TJ where a Y atom is segregated, the red
X mark indicates the site of the TJ where a Y atom is not segregated, the blue circular mark indicates the site of boundaries
except for the TJ where a Y atom is segregated, and the blue X mark indicates the site of boundaries except for the TJ where
a Y atom is not segregated. the Voronoi volume and anisotropic factor should be more than 24.2 Å3 and less than 0.22 for Y
segregation, although Y atoms are not segregated at all of the sites with a Voronoi volume more than 24.2 Å3 and an anisotropic
factor less than 0.22, which is partly because all of the sites at the boundaries were not investigated by the MC simulations.
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TABLE I. Voronoi volume, anisotropic factor, shortest interatomic distance between nearest neighbor atoms, and coordination
number of three atoms (I, II, and III, as shown in fig. 9(a)) located at the TJ. Atom I is the segregation site, and atoms II and
III are not segregation sites for 0.1 at.% Y.
Atom site Voronoi volume (Å3) Anisotropic factor Shortest interatomic distance (Å) Coordination number
I 25.12 0.095 3.138 12
II 25.18 0.139 3.089 12
III 25.04 0.070 3.135 11
number for three atoms I, II, and III, which are shown in fig. 9(a), located at the TJ. Atom I is the
segregation site and atoms II and III are not segregation sites for 0.1 at.% Y. Comparing atom I with
atom II, the difference in the shortest interatomic distance is large, while there are small differences
in the other parameters. Comparing atom I with atom III, the coordination number of atom III is
less than that of atom I. Thus, Y segregation at the TJ depends on the shortest interatomic distance
and coordination number when the Voronoi volume and the anisotropic factor are almost the same.
Hence, the main determinants for Y segregation may be the volume and anisotropic factor of the
atomic Voronoi polyhedron, and the shortest interatomic distance and coordination number may sec-
ondarily affect Y segregation. Ziebarth et al.53 performed a first-principles study of Fe segregation
at Si grain boundaries. They noted that the segregation energy depended on the coordination num-
ber but the relation was not obvious between the segregation energy and the coordination number.
Although it is difficult to develop quantitative relations between the determinants for grain boundary
segregation, the present study can suggest qualitative descriptions of the determinants for enhanced
Y segregation at Mg boundaries: an increase in the free volume, a decrease in the anisotropic factor
of the atomic Voronoi polyhedron, an increase in the shortest interatomic distance, and an increase
in the coordination number.
Another important result in the present work is that Y segregation at the TJ strongly depended on
the Y concentration. The concentration dependence of segregation may be related to covalent interac-
tions between segregated atoms.45 Fig. 11 shows schematic illustrations of the atomic configuration
at the DT for 0.3 at.% Y. For the {10¯11} and {10¯12} TBs, the distances between the segregated Y
atoms are almost the same because of the periodic segregation of Y atoms. For the TJ, however, the
distances are different, and the shortest distance between Y atoms is 3.3 Å. In the case of the short
distance, strong covalent interactions may be generated between Y atoms, which will be discussed
FIG. 11. Schematic illustrations of the atomic configurations at the DT for 0.3 at.% Y: (a) the {10¯11} TB, (b) the {10¯12} TB,
and (c) the TJ. Blue sphere indicate segregated Y atoms. For the {10¯11} and {10¯12} TBs, the distances between the segregated
Y atoms are almost the same because of the periodic segregation of Y atoms. For the TJ, however, the distances are different,
and the shortest distance between Y atoms is 3.3 Å.
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FIG. 12. Variation in the (a) volume and (b) anisotropic factor of Voronoi polyhedrons of atoms around the segregation site.
The black circle indicates the segregation site where a Y atom is segregated for the first time, and the red circle indicates the
sites where Y atoms are segregated for 0.3 at.% Y. Y atoms tend to segregate at sites where the anisotropic factor decreases,
except for the two cases shown by the red and black arrows. Y atoms tended to segregate at sites where the anisotropic factor
decreased, except for the two cases indicated by the red arrow and black arrow in fig. 12. At the site indicated by the red arrow,
the free volume significantly increased. At the site indicated by the black arrow, both the free volume and anisotropic factor
slightly increased.
later. However, in most cases, the Y–Y interatomic distances are large at the TJ as well as at the TBs.
Therefore, it is suggested that covalent interactions between Y atoms only have a minor effect on Y
segregation, and the concentration dependence of Y segregation at the TJ is mainly related to the size
effect.
From fig. 10(c), for 0.3 at.% Y, Y atoms segregate at the TJ even when the anisotropic factor is
larger than 0.22. The microstructure of the grain boundary can change with grain boundary segrega-
tion,46 resulting in enhanced segregation.39,55 Therefore, the atomic Voronoi polyhedrons around the
segregation site may change when a Y atom is segregated at the TJ. Fig. 12 shows the variation of the
volume and anisotropic factor of Voronoi polyhedrons of atoms around the segregation site. In fig. 12,
the black circle indicates the site where a Y atom is segregated for 0.1at.% Y., and the red circle indi-
cates the site where a Y atom is segregated for 0.3 at.% Y. Y atoms tended to segregate at sites where
the anisotropic factor decreased, except for the two cases indicated by the red arrow and black arrow
in fig. 12. At the site indicated by the red arrow, the free volume significantly increased. Therefore, it
is suggested that the concentration dependence of Y segregation at the TJ is because of variation in
the local atomic configuration with Y segregation, particularly the decrease in the anisotropic factor.
At the site indicated by the black arrow, both the free volume and anisotropic factor slightly increased.
In this case, the distance between Y atoms is very short. Hence, Y segregation at the site indicated
by the black arrow may be related to covalent interactions between Y atoms. It can be expected that
Y segregation disturbs subsequent Y segregation because the adjacent oversized Y atoms repel each
other.49 However, the present work suggests that variation in local atomic configuration decreases
the anisotropic factor, resulting in enhanced Y segregation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Monte Carlo simulations of Y segregation at a {10¯11}–{10¯12} DT in Mg were performed with
0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 at.% Y, where the DT was composed of a {10¯11} TB, a {10¯12} TB, a {30¯34}
boundary, and a TJ. Y atoms segregated at the extension sites in the TBs. The Y segregation behavior
at the TBs could be explained by the free volume. On the other hand, Y atoms were not necessarily
more segregated at the extension sites in the TJ, although the free volumes were larger on average at
the TJ than at the TBs. Not only the free volume, but also the anisotropic factor of atomic Voronoi
polyhedrons determined Y segregation at the TJ. The shortest interatomic distance between nearest
neighbor atoms and the coordination number also affected segregation. Another important result
in the present work is that segregation at the TJ strongly depended on the Y concentration. The
local atomic configuration changed around the segregation site. In particular, the anisotropic factor
decreased, which resulted in a large Y concentration dependence of segregation at the TJ. Thus, the
segregation behavior at the TJ was complicated, contrary to those at TBs, even when the size effect
was predominant.
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